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FortySeven (or Classic Tables as they were previously  
known) have been reinvented because no matter  
how good a product is, it can always be better. 

These simple, elegant and incredibly versatile tables  
are still constructed with the same meticulous attention  

to detail, stability and quality, but now, they’ve been  
reinvented; sculptured and crafted to give FortySeven  

a softer and more delicate silhouette.

Introducing FortySeven

A CLASSIC
REINVENTED
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Whether waiting at reception or working  
away from your desk, FortySeven Work has large  

top designed to help you work in harmony.

Work Low 

True to form, FortySeven gives greater freedom to mix  
with the addition of a Low level table, creating a holistic range 

of tables suitable for any scenario or location.
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Stability was key when developing FortySeven,  
this core principle applies across the entire range:  

low, dine, work and high; creating a range of 
extremely stable tables with a simple silhouette  

that belies the inetgral strength but of course, doesn’t 
compromise on their design.

CORE
STABILITY



Available in a round and square table top, FortySeven  
fits a wide variety of indoor environments; offices,

cafés and restaurants.

Dine 
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FortySeven’s incredible versatility, meticulous  
attention to detail and stability means the high pedestal  

table is extremely strong and balanced.

High 
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Specifications
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Work

Low Dine 

High

Height. 380mm  
Height. 15" 

Dia. 600mm  
Dia. 23.50" 

600 × 600mm 
23.50 × 23.50"

Dia. 750mm 
Dia. 29.50"

750 × 750mm 
29.50 × 29.50" 

Dia. 900mm 
Dia. 35.50"

900 × 900mm 
35.50 × 35.50"

Height. 640mm 

Height. 25.25" 

Dia. 29.50" 750 × 750mm 

29.50 × 29.50"

Dia. 35.50" 900 × 900mm 

35.50 × 35.50"

Height. 740mm 

Height. 29.25" 

Dia. 600mm 

Dia. 23.50" 

600mm × 600 

23.50 × 23.50"

Dia. 750mm 

Dia. 29.50"

750 × 750mm 

29.50 × 29.50"

Dia. 900mm 

Dia. 35.50"

900 × 900mm 

35.50 × 35.50"

Height. 1020mm 

Height. 40.25" 

Dia. 600mm 

Dia. 23.50" 

600mm × 600 

23.50 × 23.50"

Dia. 750mm 

Dia. 29.50"

Frame / Base Finishes

Black 

Powdercoat

White 

Powdercoat

Stone 

Powdercoat

All FortySeven’s pedestal tables are made from  
galvanised steel and a cast aluminium base with  

a with powder coated finish. 


